
Four-Color Print Ad Rates1

Size 1x 3x 6x 9x 12x

2-Page 
Spread2

$16,170 $15,555 $14,330 $13,715 $13,105 

Full Page3 $8,710 $8,405 $7,790 $7,485 $7,175

1/2 Page2 $6,565 $6,365 $5,965 $5,765 $5,570 

Best’s Review offers a variety of print advertising opportunities that help 
you get maximum exposure, including premium positioning, regional 
and national inserts and more. For an overview of our content, reader 
demographics and editorial calendar, please see pages 3–5. For online 
advertising opportunities, see page 6.

AM Best’s Monthly Insurance Magazine 

Bonus Offers:
•	 Purchase a full-page ad and receive a 180 x 150 ad on Best’s Review Online. 
•	 Reserve at least six full-page ads and receive a banner ad in the Best’s Review Online monthly notification email.

1. All prices are per month.
2. Price calculated by adding the 4-color process spread charge of $3,900 to the corresponding black & white ad price. 
3. Price calculated by adding the 4-color process charge of $2,575 to the corresponding black & white ad price.

Additional advertising opportunities available upon request: 
•	Premium	positioning
•	Gatefolds
•	Tip-ins

•	Postcards
•	Full-	and	half-cover	tip-ons
•	Belly-band	wrap

•	Regional	inserts
•	National	inserts
•	Black	and	white	advertising
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Mechanical Requirements
Inches Inches

Size Width Depth Width Depth

2-Page Spread Fractionals
Live Area 15 10 1/2 (Horizontal) 7 4.75

Bleed 16.25 11.125 1/2 (Vertical) 4.5 7.5
Trim 16 10.875

Full Page
Live Area 7 10

Bleed 8.25 11.125
Trim 8 10.875
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Imagine traveling through space, riding in a self-

driving car, feeling the powerful rumbles of an 

earthquake and sailing on the ill-fated Titanic all 

in one day.

Simulations and exhibits could soon bring those 

experiences to life in a new Insurance Museum 

(IM) experience in London.

The “free-to-enter” IM is set to open in spring 

2021, and will share the heritage story of 

insurance through physical 

artifacts, experiential exhibits, 

video installations and 

content focused on global 

events that have had a major 

impact on the industry, 

including the 1666 Great 

Fire of London, 1906 San 

Francisco earthquake, climate 

change, Sept. 11, the Intelstat 

603 space rescue, Hurricane 

Katrina and the 1912 sinking 

of the Titantic, said project 

manager Jonathan Squirrell.

When the Chartered Insurance Institute moved 

its head offices out of the historic Aldermanbury 

building in 2018 to its new home next door to 

the original site of the Lloyd’s Coffee House 

on Lombard Street in London, CEO Sian Fisher 

asked former CII president Reg Brown to lead 

a working group to decide what to do with the 

CII’s collection of insurance relics, rare books, fire 

marks and other artifacts that were in storage and 

inaccessible to the public. 

“Brown seized the idea and opportunity of 

creating the IM with the worthy aim of educating 

the public about insurance; enticing insurers, 

brokers and other stakeholders to share and 

display their historic items and memorabilia,” 

Squirrell said.

He said the plan is to create a “phase one, pop-

up museum to enable the physical creation and 

perfection of the museum concept” before moving 

to a permanent residence in about six years. 

Currently a search for a venue to house the pop-

up museum is underway in London’s historic EC3 

area, “the heartland of insurance,” Squirrell said.

“We want visitors to walk 

out of the museum and be 

surrounded by both the 

history and the modern world 

of insurance in the world’s 

financial capital,” he said.

Along with seed funding 

provided by the CII, donations 

are being sought from 

individuals and businesses 

to support the Insurance 

Museum Initiative (“IM 

IN”), which aims to build 

cross-market funding for the museum venue 

development and delivery. 

At the end of March, nearly £40,800 (US$47,262) 

has been raised through the IM website, and 

corporate supporters continue to sponsor the 

initiative from a Who’s Who list of industry leaders 

including Aon, Swiss Re, Hiscox, Axa, IGI and Marsh.

The initial goal, Squirrell said, is to raise £3 

million (US$3.7 million) to fund the venture. Then, 

along with revenue generated from paid events, 

donations and the museum’s coffee and gift shops, 

he hopes to raise an additional £3 million annually 

for exhibitions, operations and staffing and to 

build the funds for the permanent visitor venue.

Squirrell said he hopes the IM, which will 

include the delivery of a documentary film series 

and digital resources, will one day be used as a 

template for other museums across the globe. BR

On Display
Plans are underway for a new interactive museum in London that aims  
to tell the global story of insurance and attract new talent to the industry.
by Lori Chordas

Lori Chordas is a senior associate editor. She can be reached at  
lori.chordas@ambest.com.
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When the Show Can’t Go On
AM Best analysts discuss the ins and outs of event cancellation insurance,  
a part of the inland marine insurance line, with AMBestTV.

by John Weber

F
rom conferences, to concerts, to the 

Olympic Games, cancellations and 

postponements have swept across the 

globe amid COVID-19 outbreaks. With 

this comes a renewed focus on event 

cancellation insurance.

Samiksha Gupta, an AM Best Rating Services 

financial analyst, and Sam Hanig, senior industry 

analyst, discussed a new AM Best Commentary, 

Event Insurers May Have to Rethink Their 

Strategies, with AMBestTV.

Following is an edited version of the transcript.

Who usually buys this type of insurance?
Hanig: First, let’s make sure we understand the 

product. Event insurance is an insurance which 

helps provide for circumstances where an event 

needs to be canceled for unexpected reasons, and 

the insured incurs additional costs because of the 

cancellation.

These costs can include lost deposits, lost down 

payments. There might be costs associated with 

rescheduling the venue, and there might even be 

marketing costs associated with advertising the 

rescheduled event. These types of events where 

event insurance can be purchased are a pretty 

broad set of personal and commercial gatherings.

In terms of who are the customers, individuals 

are the customers, and businesses and organizations 

are the main customers of event insurance. 

Individuals might seek event insurance for 

weddings, birthdays, or graduation parties, while 

businesses and organizations might seek event 

insurance for events like conferences, conventions, 

concerts, sporting events, and a lot more.

In terms of covered perils, these are always 

going to be contract-specific, but in general, 

covered perils include events like snowstorms or 

unexpected floods, but it can also include perils 

like terrorism, war, a key speaker may be unable to 

attend, or the venue may become unavailable.

Do we have any idea of how much event 
cancellation premium is written annually?

Hanig: It’s difficult to measure exactly 

industrywide event insurance premiums as 

they are not captured distinctly in our annual 

statements. Instead, they’re grouped with other 

coverages as part of the inland marine line of 

business. While we might not have a sense for an 

exact annual premium volume, we do have some 

sense for how much a policy may cost.

We know small events at small venues can cost 

between $500 and $1,500 and can be written 

for about $0.90 for every $100 of limit purchase. 

Prices are always going to vary commensurate 

with risk. If an event covers multiple days, has a 

large number of guests, the prices are going to be 

a lot greater.

Prices also depend on coverage. If a coverage 

is offered for reduced attendance, includes liquor 

liability, or also includes marketing expenses for 

the event rescheduling, this will also bump up the 

price for the insured.

Prices are going to be dependent on covered 

versus excluded perils. An all-risk policy is going 

to be more expensive than a policy with many 

exclusions.

How is communicable disease treated on 
these policies, and do you expect that to 
change in the future?

Gupta: Event cancellation coverage is generally 

not an imperiled coverage, therefore, anything that 

is beyond the control of the insured is covered, 

unless specified otherwise.

Communicable diseases is usually an optional 

John Weber is a senior associate editor, AMBestTV. He can be 
reached at john.weber@ambest.com.

AMBestTV

Go to bestreview.com to watch the 
interview with Samiksha Gupta and Sam 
Hanig.
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coverage, but in most cases of large events, it is 

bought by the insureds, and how pandemic diseases 

will be treated on the policies is generally dependent 

on the contract language and its interpretation.

Generally, a lot of the insurance carriers pay 

70% to 80% of policy limits for a full cancellation, 

and about 20% to 50% of the limit for a 

rescheduled event.

This is because an event cancellation policy 

is written on a net ascertained loss basis, that is 

losses adjusted for recoveries and expenses not 

incurred. If an event is postponed, the primary 

loss is mostly the extra expenses incurred to 

postpone the event.

Of course, now we expect all of this to change, 

because insurer awareness of communicable 

diseases increased following the 2003 outbreak of 

SARS, after which insurance contracts began to list 

pandemic exclusions, with SARS specifically named 

as an exclusion.

With another outbreak and pandemic outbreak 

within a span of 20 years, a lot of the insurers 

are already looking at moving to a complete 

communicable disease exclusion going forward.

To what extent can losses on this line of 
business impact the carriers that write it?

Gupta: It’s too early. It’s too early for the market 

to assess the likely quantum of insurance losses 

from COVID-19, but early indications show that 

virus-related loss exposures from event cancellations 

should be manageable for insurers and reinsurers 

given the relatively small size of this line and the use 

of policy limits, sub-limits, and exclusions.

As opposed to some other impacted lines of 

business like business interruption, D&O, workers’ 

comp, or losses on assets. For example, the world’s 

biggest event this year was undoubtedly the 

Tokyo Olympics, with anticipated coverage of 

approximately $2 billion, but the postponement 

reduced the insurance exposure to much less than 

it would have been if the event were canceled.

Reinsurers including Swiss Re and Munich 

Re, which have greater market share of event 

management and cancellation covers are expected 

to be impacted more than others.  BR

US statutory filing software 
from AM Best
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AMBestTV
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on the contract language and its interpretation.

Generally, a lot of the insurance carriers pay 

70% to 80% of policy limits for a full cancellation, 
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This is because an event cancellation policy 

is written on a net ascertained loss basis, that is 
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Of course, now we expect all of this to change, 

because insurer awareness of communicable 
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SARS, after which insurance contracts began to list 

pandemic exclusions, with SARS specifically named 

as an exclusion.

With another outbreak and pandemic outbreak 

within a span of 20 years, a lot of the insurers 

are already looking at moving to a complete 
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To what extent can losses on this line of 
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given the relatively small size of this line and the use 
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Ads can be horizontal or vertical. 

Contact us: (908) 439-2200, ext. 5399 • advertising_sales@ambest.com

http://www.ambest.com/review/default.aspx


Throughout	the	year,	prominent	editorial	themes	are	highlighted	in	Best’s Review, allowing advertisers to place their message 
within	specialized	content	geared	toward	their	target	market.	Featured	advertisers	also	receive	enhanced	online	exposure	
through Best’s Review’s monthly subscriber email. 

2022 Featured Advertiser themes include:
•	 Embedded Insurance
•	 College	Risk	Management	

and Insurance Programs 
•	 New	World	of	Shock	

Claims

•	 Exploring	the	World	of	
Risk

•	 Understanding the 
Insurtech Landscape

•	 Catastrophe	Risk

•	 Leaders
•	 Reinsurance
•	 Mutual	Insurers
•	 Evolving Auto Insurance 

Sector

•	 Property Report
•	 Insurance	Outlook
•	 The	Changing	On-

Demand	World

As a Featured Advertiser, you will receive:
•	Two	full-page,	four-color	ads	or	a	spread	within	the	editorial	pages	of	the	special	section.	
•	Your	company’s	name	and/or	logo	in	the	right-side	running	header	of	every	editorial	page	in	the	special	section.	
•	Exposure	through	Best’s Review’s monthly subscriber email that highlights that issue’s editorial coverage.
•	A	10-minute	audio	file,	which	includes:	
	 					•	A	Q&A	podcast	interview	with	a	Best’s Review editor. 
	 					•	A	copy	of	the	audio	file	provided	to	the	advertiser’s	company	for	placement	on	your	website.

 Featured Advertiser Special Editorial Section

Advertising Opportunity1

Featured Advertiser Special Editorial Section (with podcast) $10,530

1. See mechanical requirements on page 7.

Shown	as	a	spread.	Also	offered	as	two	
separate full-page ads in this section.

2-Page Spread

Your logo here

Contact us: (908) 439-2200, ext. 5399 • advertising_sales@ambest.com




